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Regulator must outline how financial services firms will be incentivised to comply with the retail 
distribution review or risk creating confusion, consultants have warned. 

The Financial Services Authority (FSA) must communicate to the industry how it intends to incentivise 
firms to comply with the requirements of the retail distribution review (RDR) and what the costs will be 
for non-compliance, a financial services consultant has warned. 

Jonathan Chocqueel-Mangan, managing director of London-based leadership consultancy Tyler 
Mangan, which works with private banks and financial institutions, said firms must look to international 
examples and inform them of what the implications are of not complying with the incoming rules.  

It comes as New Zealand’s Financial Markets Authority issued a warning to advisers ahead of a 
deadline for its own equivalent of the RDR.  

Mr Chocqueel-Mangan said: "It is interesting what is going on in New Zealand and we are yet to see 
what approach the FSA will take. Some firms may look and ask if there is a real competitive 
advantage.  

"They are trying to figure out how much they need to comply with and what the implications are. We 
know that for all regulation conducted in the past, organisations have always asked what the cost 
was. 

"There is an argument that the rules will usher in better business practice, while another argument is 
the high cost of doing it all. 

"A firm may think it will incur a fine if they are not ready from day one, but they are not clear if that will 
happen. What is the real evidence that the FSA will stop them operating?” 

Mr Chocqueel-Mangan said firms must understand if there is a risk for getting things wrong or an 
incentive to get it right, or whether there will be any flexibility around the deadline just in case they are 
not RDR-ready on day one. 

The FMA in New Zealand has begun issuing warnings to advisers and maintaining a list of approved 
individuals under the incoming regime. 

Financial advisers in New Zealand have been able to apply to be authorised since August.  

The FMA said just more than 600 advisers have been authorised so far and gave 17 June as a 
deadline so applications could be processed in time. 
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It said in a statement: "Up to 700 financial advisers may have to stop giving advice on KiwiSaver, 
managed funds and other investment products on 1 July because they have not completed the 
qualifications needed to be an authorised financial adviser. 

"From 1 July 2011, financial adviser regulations come into full effect, making it an offence for 
unlicensed financial advisers to provide retail clients with personalised investment planning services 
and financial advice on investment products. 

"The changes are part of the government’s reforms of the finance services sector to improve investor 
protection and increase investor confidence in New Zealand’s capital markets." 

Mel Hewitson, director of financial adviser regulation for the FMA, said: “Almost 400 of those need to 
do an assessment which can take three to five weeks to get through. It is clear they are running the 
real risk they will not be authorised in time. 

The FSA has not said whether it is planning to take the same sort of approach to compel advisers to 
comply by the deadline.  

Leonard Warwick, chairman of Gloucestershire-based Warwick Butchart Associates, said deadline or 
no deadline, advisers should be ready on time: "There are certain areas that still need to be clarified, 
but if advisers have not got the qualifications they would not be able to operate." 

Evan Owen, former chairman of the IFA Defence Union, warned that the FSA could not do as the NZ 
regulator has done and create a list of who is, and who is not, already compliant. 

He said: "It would be discriminatory to have an RDR register now when all the rules are not yet 
finalised. What we are waiting for is somebody, post-2012, to challenge their permissions being 
removed. Will the FSA just ignore someone who is behind on their exams? It will be a nightmare in 
January 2013 to say who is or is not approved." 

A spokesman for the FSA said: "This is something we will look at closer to the time." 

 


